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In the case of existence the smallest number N=Rak is called a Rado number
if it is guaranteed that any k-coloring of the numbers 1, 2, ..., N contains a
monochromatic solution of a given system of linear equations. We will determine
Rak(a, b) for the equation a(x+ y)=bz if b=2 and b=a+1. Also, the case of
monochromatic sequences [xn] generated by a(xn+xn+1)=bxn+2 is discussed.
 1997 Academic Press
In 1917 I. Schur [9] proved the existence of a natural number N such
that in any coloring of the numbers 1, 2, ..., N by k colors there are three
numbers x, y, and z which are of the same color and fulfil x+ y=z. In
1936 R. Rado [7] considered systems of linear equations and proved a
necessary and sufficient criterion, the so-called columns condition (see
[4]), which decides for a given system whether for every number k of
colors an N exists such that any k-coloring of 1, 2, ..., N contains a
monochromatic solution of the system. In case of existence the smallest
number N=Rak for a given system and k colors is called the Rado
number. Just a few Rado numbers have been determined so far (see [1, 2,
3, 5, 6, 8]), most of them recently. For x+ y=z the corresponding Rado
numbers Rak are called Schur numbers and exact values are known for
k4 only. Here we will consider the generalized equation a(x+ y)=bz
and determine some of the corresponding Rado numbers Rak(a, b). In the
last section we mention the case of monochromatic sequences [xn] which
are generated by a(xn+xn+1)=bxn+2.
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Theorem 1. Ra2(a, 2)=a(a2+1)2.
Proof. If a is even then Ra2(a, 2)=Ra2(a2, 1)=a(a2+1)2 and these
values are known from [3]. For a=1 the equation x+ y=2z has the
solution (1, 1, 1) and Ra2(1, 2)=1 is trivial. It remains to discuss (a, 2)=1
and a3.
To prove Ra2a(a2+1)2=r we color 1, ..., a&1 and a2, ..., r&1 of one
and a, ..., a2&1 of a second color. For 1x, ya&1 we have az
a2&1 from 2a2z=a(x+ y)2a(a&1)<2a2. For xa2 or ya2 we
obtain zr from 2z=a(x+ y)a(a2+1)=2r. For ax, ya2&1 we
deduce za2 from 2z=a(x+ y)2a2. Thus a monochromatic solution
(x, y, z) with x, y, zr&1 does not exist.
To prove Ra2r we show that every 2-coloring of 1, 2, ..., r contains a
monochromatic solution (x, y, z) of a(x+ y)=2z. If one of the solutions
(1, 1, a) and (a, a, a2) is monochromatic we are finished. Otherwise a is of
one color (green) and then 1 and a2 have to be of the second color (red).
Now we consider the solutions
s1(m)=(1, a2&m(a&1), r&ma(a&1)2) and
s2(m)=(a, a2&(m+1)(a&1), r&ma(a&1)2)
for 0m<a. If monochromatic solutions are avoided we can start with
m=0 to conclude successively for all ma&2 that the third component
of s1 is green and then the second component of s2 is red. Then, however,
s1(a&1)=(1, a2&(a&1)(a&1), a2) is forced to be a red solution. K
For two colors and b=a+1 all Rado numbers can be determined
exactly. From Theorem 1 it follows that Ra2(1, 2)=1. For a=2 we obtain
Ra2(2, 3)=10 since neither [1, 4, 6, 7, 9] nor [2, 3, 5, 8] contains a solu-
tion of 2(x+ y)=3z  note that x+ y has to be divisible by 3  and
either one of the solutions (6, 6, 8), (3, 6, 6), (3, 3, 4), (2, 4, 4), (3, 9, 8), and
(2, 10, 8) is monochromatic or (6, 9, 10) is forced to be monochromatic. In
the following, a3 can be assumed.
Theorem 2. Ra2(a, a+1)=a(a+1) for a3.
Proof. To prove Ra2a(a+1)=r we use the color green for n(a+1)
with w(a&1)2x+1na&1 and for n(a+1)&m with 1mna
and m{a. The remaining numbers of 1, 2, ..., r&1 are colored red (see
Fig. 1).
We note that a+1 divides x+ y for every solution (x, y, z) of a(x+ y)
=(a+1) z. If x=nx(a+1) then y=ny(a+1), and thus z=(nx+ny) a. If x
and y both are green then z=(nx+ny) a2(w(a+1)2x) aa2 so that z
is red. If x and y both are red then z2w(a&1)2x a(a&1) a so that z
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Fig. 1. A 2-coloring for 1, ..., a(a+1)&1.
is green. If x=nx(a+1)&mx with 1mx , nxa then y can be written as
y=ny(a+1)&my with my=a+1&mx , and thus z=(nx+ny&1) a. If x
and z both are green, that is, 1mxnx , mx {a, and nx+nya, then
my=a+1&mxa+1&nxny+1 so that y is red. If x and z both are
red, that is, either nx+1mxa, nx+ny&1=a, and therefore my=
a+1&mxa&nx=ny&1, or (x, y, z)=(a2, a, a2) so that in both cases y
is green. Thus in all cases x, y, and z cannot be of the same color.
To prove Ra2r we assume the existence of a 2-coloring of 1, 2, ..., r
which does not contain a monochromatic solution (x, y, z) of a(x+ y)=
(a+1) z. Let a+1 be of the first color (green). Then the solutions
(a+1, r, r) and (a+1, a+1, 2a) force r and 2a to be of the second color
(red). Now (2a, a2+1, r) forces a2+1 to be green. Independent of the
color of a2 solutions (2a, (a&1) a, a2), (a&1, a2+1, a2), and
(a&1, (a&1) a, (a&1) a) force (a&1) a to be green.
First consider a=2d&1. If a=3 then 2a=(a&1) a in contradiction to
2a being red and (a&1) a being green. For a5 solutions ((a&1) d,
(a&1) d, (a&1) a), ((a&1) d, (a+3) d, r), ((a+1) d, (a+1) d, r), and
((a&3) d, (a+1) d, (a&1) a) imply (a&1) d is red, (a+3) d green,
(a+1) d green, and (a&3) d red. If a=5, then a+1=(a&3) d, in
contradiction to a+1 being green and (a&3) d being red. For a7 we
consider the solutions s1(m)=((a&1) d, (a+1&2m) d, (a&m) a) and
s2(m)=((a+3) d, (a+1&2(m+2)) d, (a&m) a) for 1md&3. We
start with m=1, respectively m=2, to conclude successively for all odd
md&3, respectively all even md&3, that the third component of s1
is forced to be green and then the second component of s2 has to be red.
However, the second component of s2(d&3) equals a+1 which was assumed
to be green, a contradiction.
It remains that a=2d. Independent of the color of a2, solutions
(d(a+1), d(a+1), a2), ((d+1)(a+1), d(a+1), r), ((d&1)(a+1), d(a+1),
(a&1) a), and ((d+1)(a+1), (d&1)(a+1), a2) force (d+1)(a+1) to be
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green and (d&1)(a+1) to be red. If a=4 then (d&1)(a+1)=a+1 in
contradiction to (d&1)(a+1) being red and a+1 being green. Now
((d&2)(a+1), (d+1)(a+1), (a&1) a) forces (d&2)(a+1) to be red. If
a=6 then (d&2)(a+1)=a+1 in contradiction to (d&2)(a+1) being red
and a+1 being green. For m8 we consider the solutions s1(m)=
((d&1)(a+1), (d&m)(a+1), (a&1&m) a) and s2(m)=((d+1)(a+1),
(d&(m+2))(a+1), (a&1&m) a) for 1md&3. We start with m=1,
respectively m=2, to conclude successively for all odd md&3, respec-
tively all even md&3, that the third component of s1 is forced to be
green and then the second component of s2 has to be red. However, the
second component of s2(d&3) equals a+1 which was assumed to be
green, a contradiction. K
Note that a(x+ y)=bz and ac(x+ y)=bcz have the same solutions
(x, y, z), so that Rak(a, b)=Rak(ac, bc), and thus (a, b)=1 can be
assumed.
If a=b then Rado numbers Rak(1, 1) are Schur numbers and their exist-
ence is known for every number k of colors. If 2a=b then Rak(1, 2)=1 is
trivial since (1, 1, 1) is a solution of x+ y=2z.
For k=2 Rado has proved in [7] the existence of all numbers Ra2(a, b).
For a=1 exact values are known to be Ra2(1, 1)=5, Ra2(1, 2)=1,
Ra2(1, 3)=9, and Ra2(1, b)=b(b+1)2 for b4 from [3]. For b=1 it
holds that Ra2(a, 1)=a(4a2+1) from [3]. For b=2 we have Ra2(a, 2)=
a(a2+1)2 from Theorem 1. For the remaining values a2 and b3,
Table I shows some Rado numbers Ra2(a, b) with (a, b)=1 which we have
determined with the help of a computer. These values suggest some conjec-
tures (see [6]). One of them is confirmed by Theorem 2, namely, the
values of the main diagonal in Table I.
For k4 numbers Rak(a, b) for a{b and b{2a do not exist (see [7]).
If 2ba or 4ab then also for k=3 Rado numbers Ra2(a, b) do not exist
(see [6, Theorem 2]). If a<2b<8a in the case of k=3 then a general
proof for the existence of Ra3(a, b) is unknown. With the help of a com-
puter we have determined four numbers Ra3(a, b) with (a, b)=1 and b3
as shown in Table II.
In this section we consider s-term sequences x1 , ..., xs for s3 where the
elements xi fulfil the second order linear recurrence a(xn+xn+1)=bxn+2 ,
1ns&2, and discuss the existence of the corresponding Rado numbers
Rak(s ; a, b) for such systems of s&2 linear equations. Since for s=3 the
numbers Rak(3; a, b)=Rak(a, b) have been considered in the preceding
sections we now assume s4. We can assume (a, b)=1 since Rak(s ; ac, bc)
=Rak(s ; a, b). After we have proved the following Theorem 3 we can
conclude that Rado numbers Rak(s ; a, b) do not exist for s4 and k3
with the only exceptions Rak(4; 1, 1) and Rak(s ; 1, 2).
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TABLE I
Exact Values of Ra2(a, b) with (a, b)=1 for a2 and b3.
TABLE II
Exact Values of Ra3(a, b) with
(a, b)=1 for a<2b<8a.
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Theorem 3. For odd primes p Rado numbers Ra2(4; 1, p) do not exist.
Proof. We construct a 2-coloring of the natural numbers which does
not contain a monochromatic sequence x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 that fulfils
x1+x2=px3 , (1)
x2+x3= px4 . (2)
Note that every number n can be written as n=(t+up+vp2) p2w with
0t, u<p, v0, and t+up1. We color every number n with 1t
( p&1)2 or t=0 and ( p+1)2u< p green, and the remaining numbers
red, which are those numbers n with ( p+1)2t< p or t=0 and 1u
( p&1)2.
Now we assume the existence of a monochromatic 4-term sequence
which fulfils (1) and (2). Then also (1)+ p } (2), that is, x1+( p+1) x2=
p2x4 , is fulfiled. With xi=(ti+ui p+vi p2) p2wi, 1i4, and appropriate
values h1 , h2 , h3 we can write this equation as
(t4+u4 p+v4 p2) p2(w4+1)={
(t1+u1 p+h1 p2) p2w1
for w1<w2 ,
(t1+t2+(u1+t2+u2) p+h2 p2) p2w1
for w1=w2 ,
(t2+(u2+t2) p+h3 p2) p2w2
for w1>w2 .
We conclude that all four terms which are multiplied by powers of p2 are
not divisible by p2. For three terms this holds in general, whereas for
w1=w2 we have to use that x1 and x2 are of the same color. Thus in all
three cases
w4+1=min[w1 , w2] (3)
is fulfiled. With appropriate values h4 , h5 , h6 , h7 we can write (1) as
t3>0: (t3 p+h4 p2) p2w3
t3=0: (u3+v3 p) p2(w3+1)=={
(t1+u1 p+h5 p2) p2w1
for w1<w2 ,
(t1+t2+(u1+u2) p+h6 p2) p2w1
for w1=w2 ,
(t2+u2 p+h7 p2) p2w2
for w1>w2 .
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Again all terms which are multiplied by p2 are not divisible by p2 so that
they are equal in all six equations. In general, it follows from the coloring
that
ti=0 implies ui {tj for xi and xj of the same color. (4)
In all four cases w1 {w2 we obtain contradictions to (4), as for example
t1=0 and t3=u1 in the case of t3>0 and w1<w2 . It remains
for t3>0 that w1=w2=w3 , t1=t2=0,
and t3 #u1+u2 (mod p) (5)
and
for t3=0 that w1=w2=w3+1 and u3 #t1+t2 (mod p). (6)
From Eq. (2) we obtain in the corresponding way
for t4>0 that w2=w3=w4 , t2=t3=0,
and t4 #u2+u3 (mod p) (7)
and
for t4=0 that w2=w3=w4+1 and u4 #t2+t3 (mod p). (8)
Since w2=w3 in (7) and (8), case (6) is impossible. From (3) it follows
that w4<w2 so case (7) is impossible. With t2=0 form (5) we have u4 #t3
(mod p) from (8) which implies u4=t3 , however t4=0 and u4=t3
contradict (4). Thus no monochromatic 4-term sequence can fulfil (1)
and (2). K
Finally, we can state the following results. For a=b=1, that is, for
Fibonacci sequences, all Rado numbers Rak(s ; 1, 1) are existent for s=4,
and they do not exist for s5 (see [5, Proof of Theorem 1]). Only
Ra2(4; 1, 1)=17 is known so far. If a=1 and b=2 then Rak(s ; 1, 2)=1
since (1, 1, ..., 1) always is a monochromatic solution. For a=1 and b=3
Rado numbers Rak(s ; 1, 3) do not exist for s4 as follows from
Theorem 3. For a=1 and b4 Rado numbers Rak(s ; 1, b) do not exist
for k3 (see [6, Theorem 2]), and for k=2 we have determined
Ra2(4; 1, 4)=71 with the help of a computer; however, the existence of
Ra2(s ; 1, b) is unknown in general. For a2 Rado numbers Rak(s ; a, b)
do not exist for k3 (see [6, Theorem 5]), and the case k=2 remains
undecided.
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